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Enhancements to the Singapore
restructuring framework came into force on
23 May 2017, and early signs are that the
Singapore "supercharged" scheme of
arrangement is becoming a viable
restructuring option, especially for Asia-
Pacific corporates.  

This is a timely change in the Singapore
restructuring regime, given the impending
wall of Singapore corporate debt that must
be repaid by 2020. 

Enhancements have:
•  made it more straight-forward for non-

Singapore companies to take advantage of
the Singapore debt restructuring regime;

•  strengthened the legal framework for
restructurings in Singapore;

•  introduced a clear structure for courts
to recognise and assist foreign insolvency
proceedings; and

•  represented a shift towards looking at
restructurings from an international
perspective.

The changes are relevant to both debtors
and creditors. 

For creditors, it is important to know
what additional restructuring options are
available and how these restructuring
options may impact them. 

They should also be aware of how debts
can be compromised or restructured by a
cross-class cram down and by super-
priority finance.

Key enhancements include:
•  30 day automatic moratorium, with

the ability to apply to have the initial
moratorium extended on a worldwide basis
and to cover related entities;

•  introduction of 'pre-pack' schemes of
arrangement;

•  cross-class cram down;
•  super-priority rescue financing and

super-priority liens;
•  statutory codification of the rules

governing how a foreign company can take
advantage of the Singapore scheme of
arrangement; and

•  adoption of the leading international
framework for recognition of foreign
insolvency and restructuring proceedings,
the UNCITRAL Model Law on Cross-Border
Insolvency.

The emerging trend is that debtors in the
Asia-Pacific region are looking to
restructure in Singapore, rather than
petitioning for Chapter 11 proceedings (as
had been the general trend prior to this
change in law), or opting to use an English
scheme (which has been the preferred

option for financial restructurings of
English law governed debts).

The first example of this trend came with
EMAS Offshore and its application dated
31 August 2017 for a worldwide
moratorium under the enhanced Singapore
scheme of arrangement. 

This is a striking example because the
parent company of EMAS Offshore, Ezra
Holdings, filed for Chapter 11, but it did so
before the enhancements to the Singapore
scheme of arrangement came into force.

We explore in more depth the detailed
changes and compare the new Singapore
"supercharged" scheme of arrangement
with the English scheme of arrangement
and Chapter 11.

Moratorium
Moratoriums restrict the commencement

or continuation of any legal and/or
enforcement action against a debtor. 

In some jurisdictions, they can also apply
to the debtor's related companies. 

The  aim is to give the debtor 'breathing
space' when it enters a restructuring
process that is designed to rescue it or its
business.

The global economic reach of the US
means that its moratoriums are particularly
effective: it is hard for an international
company to avoid connections with the US. 

As a global and regional financial hub,
Singapore is hoping to leverage its position
to bolster the effectiveness of any Singapore
moratorium.

Singapore “supercharged”Singapore “supercharged”
scheme of arrangementscheme of arrangement

The Singapore government has implemented a plan to make Singapore a debtThe Singapore government has implemented a plan to make Singapore a debt
restructuring centre to rival London and New York. It is a strategic move to replicate therestructuring centre to rival London and New York. It is a strategic move to replicate the
success it has had in making Singapore an international financial and arbitration centresuccess it has had in making Singapore an international financial and arbitration centre
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Pre-packs
Before the court becomes involved, a pre-

pack plan is negotiated between the debtor
and creditor. This plan is presented to the
court, which then, subject to certain
safeguards and voting requirements,
approves the pre-pack plan. 

The benefit of using a pre-pack plan is
that a number of the formal hearings used
in the normal process can be skipped,
saving time and costs.

Cram down
Cram down can either be a class cram

down (horizontal) or a cross-class cram
down (vertical). A class cram down is
where members of a class can impose terms
on an uncooperative minority creditor(s)
within the same creditor class. 

A cross-class cram down is where these
imposed terms can apply across creditor
classes. 

The real benefit to debtors of cram downs
is that they prevent a minority non-
consenting creditor from blocking a
restructuring plan.

The addition of cross-class (or vertical)
cram downs to the Singapore restructuring
regime is arguably the most significant of

their amendments. 
However, it is notable that Singapore has

elected to follow the "traditional" scheme
threshold of 75%, rather than the Chapter
11 threshold of 66 2/3%, when considering
whether each class is deemed to accept the
terms.

Insolvencies and restructurings,
particularly during this economic climate,
are frequent. 

In Singapore, the offshore sector has been
heavily impacted by the current oil price
and the consequent fall in global
exploration and production. 

This has resulted in a number of
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Pre-packs 

Regime Pre-pack 

Singapore Scheme Yes. 

Chapter 11 Yes. 

English Scheme Yes. 

 

 
 

 

Moratorium 

Regime Moratorium Duration Extra-territorial Related companies 

Singapore 
Scheme 

Automatic on filing 
the application. 

30 days but the 
debtor may apply to 
have this extended. 

Not initially but, 
provided that the 
Singapore Court is 
able to exercise in 
personam jurisdiction 
over the creditor, it is 
possible to apply to 
have the moratorium 
extended worldwide. 

Related companies 
can apply for a 
moratorium 
regardless of 
jurisdiction if they 
play a 'necessary and 
integral role in the 
compromise or 
arrangement’ and 
where an action 
being taken against 
the subsidiary will 
frustrate the scheme. 

Chapter 11 Automatic on filing 
the petition. 

120 days, but the 
debtor may apply to 
have this extended. 

Yes. No statutory 
provisions, but the 
court can extend to 
cover related 
companies in certain 
instances, though 
such orders are not 
common. 

English 
Scheme 

No automatic 
moratorium, but 
court sanctioned 
stays are possible, as 
is the option to enter 
into lock-up 
agreements.   

 

No fixed duration. Not generally, but 
there are other 
options which have 
been used. 

No. 
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corporates -- including Swiber, Swissco,
Ezra Holdings and EMAS Offshore --
entering into negotiations with creditors
and/or restructurings over just the last two
years.

It should be noted that several of these
entities had multiple classes of creditors,
including secured bank financers and
bondholders. 

The drive for restructuring negotiations
or restructurings in the above examples
normally arose on or around the date for
the payment of a bond coupon.

It can be difficult to reach cross-class
consensus in any restructuring, which
creates an obstacle for saving certain
debtors as a going concern. 

It is hoped that the cross class cram-
down feature of the enhanced Singapore
regime will be enough to achieve a
restructuring, in at least some instances, as
opposed to opting to restructure elsewhere,
or, in the worst case scenario, entering into
liquidation.

Super priority for rescue finance 
Other popular Chapter 11 concepts are

super priority rescue finance and super
priority liens. 

These allow the debtors to access new
money or security on the basis that, in the
case of super priority finance (usually
referred to as DIP finance), it can be repaid
ahead of existing secured, unsecured and
preferential creditors. 

In the context of non-US Chapter 11
proceedings, DIP finance is a new concept. 

The market for DIP financiers in Asia
still needs to develop, and the judiciary
and practitioners will need to adapt to this

new area. 
It will be interesting to see how DIP

financing will work in the context of the
marine and offshore sector, particularly
given that asset value to security ratios are
generally weak in current markets. 

The lack of adequate value in terms of
security may prove to be an impediment to
DIP financiers looking to make significant
inroads in the sector, because any DIP
financier who doesn't have a strong
preference regarding in which sector to
invest may place significant weight on the
value of assets, as opposed to the value of
the business as a whole, so as to better
manage their downside risk.

Some secured creditors, especially those
who are not significant players in the DIP
finance market, may be concerned by the
availability of such finance. 

It is also seen by some as a
disenfranchisement of secured creditors, to
the benefit of debtors and opportunistic DIP
financiers.

Foreign companies
The restructuring 'tools' -- some of which

are covered above -- available in London
and New York, and now Singapore, offer
significant advantages for companies
wanting to restructure within those
jurisdictions. 

However, another key to becoming a
restructuring centre is enabling foreign
companies to access such tools.

London and New York have generally
encouraged foreign debtors to take
advantage of English schemes of
arrangement and Chapter 11. 

The Singapore courts have, through case

law, determined the circumstances under
which a foreign company with a "sufficient
nexus" to Singapore may be wound up in
Singapore and hence eligible for
restructuring under a Singapore scheme.

The enhanced regime in Singapore has
codified by statute the various common law
principles, and introduced a concept of a
"substantial connection" with Singapore.

Model law and Recognition
The final part of having an effective

restructuring regime is for that regime to
both recognise and be recognised
internationally. 

Singapore has adopted the UNCITRAL
Model Law on Cross Border Insolvency. 

The Model Law provides a clear
framework for courts to recognise and assist
foreign insolvency proceedings.

In terms of being itself recognised
internationally, the 'Gibbs Rule' (discussed
below) remains a challenge for Singapore. 

While it is too soon to speak confidently
of the success of the Singapore
"Supercharged" Scheme of Arrangement, it
certainly has the markings of an attractive
method for debt restructuring. 

As we know, the Singapore government
has a history of successfully assimilating
effective international models in
Singapore, be they financial or dispute
resolution. 

If we can take these past successes as
indicative of future success, then it points
to Singapore becoming a viable debt
restructuring centre, especially for Asia-
Pacific corporates.
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Model law and Recognition 

Regime Model Law Recognition Issues 

Singapore Scheme The Model Law has been 
adopted in Singapore, and 
Singapore should recognise 
schemes and Chapter 11. 

English courts may have difficulty recognising a 
Singapore scheme of arrangement if the scheme is 
seeking to compromise an English law debt 
obligation because of the so-called 'Gibbs Rule'. 

However, if a recalcitrant creditor did pursue action 
in the English courts, and such action were contrary 
to a worldwide moratorium imposed by a Singapore 
court, then, if the creditor is subject to the in 
personam jurisdiction of the Singapore court, such 
a creditor would face the sanction of the Singapore 
courts. 

Chapter 11 The Model Law has been 
adopted in the US (being 
Chapter 15 of the US 
Bankruptcy code) and the US 
courts have recognised 
schemes. 

Chapter 11 is widely recognised. 

English Scheme The Model Law has been 
adopted in the UK and the UK 
has recognised Chapter 11.  

However, a Singapore scheme 
of arrangement is not an 
insolvency proceeding, as such 
schemes will not be recognised 
by an English court pursuant to 
the Model Law. 

An English scheme is widely recognised. 
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